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We believe events should be created with

passion, love
& pride.

“Use Them, Use Them, Use Them! Don't look elsewhere as if our
experience is a reflection of their usual customer focused approach
then you can't fail to be anything but satisfied...
From a personal perspective having previously been part of the leadership
team of the worlds largest travel and tourism business where customer
satisfaction dictates profit / loss Events Under Canvas would be classed
as exceeding expectations and an example of how to do things right.
They were that good.”

Vin Van Voom
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“We will be known forever by the

a bit about us
We create magnificent outside events with passion,
love and pride, using our spectacular giant tipis,
sailcloth and stretch tents.
We’re all about excellence in customer service and we
pride ourselves on our can-do approach, the quality of
our event structures and our fantastic team.
We build or responsibly source all furniture, lighting
and interiors, to transform our structures into bespoke
event spaces, challenging the norms of the events
industry to truly create awe-inspiring magical places
that will have people talking for years to come.
We believe strongly that businesses should show careful
consideration for the local community, staff and the
environment and our business is built on strong sustainability
values, our strapline is:

We will be known forever by the tracks we leave
NATIVE AMERICAN PROVERB DAKOTA SIOUX

This sums up our approach to our impact on the world around us.
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tracks we leave”

why choose us
• We get back to you within 24 hours (if not immediately).
• During your event, if you need us, we are contactable 24 hours a day.
• Our staff are well respected and looked after, this translates to passion and commitment
to our customers, and a fun and empowered team.
• Every event has a sign-off process to ensure you are entirely satisfied and that every detail
has been checked before handover on site.
• We have a can-do approach to all enquiries and events, going above and beyond to delight
our customers.
• We select our suppliers carefully, choosing to work with businesses that match our own
company values.
• Most of our tipi furniture is bespoke and designed from up-cycled materials which are sourced locally.
• We host two showcase events a year at our HQ in Suffolk to help inspire you.

we are planet friendly
• Every event we give back, one tree for you to plant, and 10 trees planted on your behalf through
our partnership with Ecologi.
• All our marketing materials are carbon neutral.
• We use LED lighting where possible to reduce the power consumption at the events we run.
• We choose our vehicles carefully based on their MPG performance
and do not operate any HGV’s.
• We choose local suppliers over national suppliers reducing emissions.
• All our unique rustic furniture is handcrafted by us using locally
sourced timber.
• Our HQ is 80% powered by solar.
• We pledge to be net-zero by 2030.
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our tipis
Our tipis make an inspired choice for any
event. The beautiful structures blend
perfectly with their surroundings due to
their tan canvas and wooden pole structure.
Paired with our rustic furniture, woven flooring, fire pits
and magical lighting they evoke a relaxed and authentic
atmosphere for any event.
Spacious and flexible, our tipi tents cater for just about any
size and type of event. The ability to raise the sides makes
it possible to link the tipis together, creating a single larger
space. All manner of configurations are possible, and there’s
no limit to the number of tents that can be linked.
TOP TIP – Why not go online and use our floor planning tool
that allows you to position all aspects of your event to help
you decide the best layout and possibilities.
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Suitable for events from
10 to 500 people
• Weddings
• Festivals
• Small & large events
• Tricky locations
• Corporate events
• Parties
• Autumn & winter events
• Naturally stunning
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“‘Events under Canvas’ were brilliant, no problem too big, always there through
phone calls or email, reassuring that everything will be on time, where and how
it should be and made sure we were 100% happy before they left after setting
up. We really can’t thank them enough for helping make our day as special as
it was. Thank you to the whole team who made this possible.”

Melissa
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These stunning structures are
					 in the daytime

our sailcloth tents
Their panoramic sides mean that you can enjoy
the 360-degree view of your wedding venue or
location. You can mix and match clear and solid
white sides as required and you can choose to have
the sides off completely, rolled up for easy dropping
later, or fixed down for warmth/shelter. Simple decor
is the order of the day with these classic, New England
style tents.
Paired with our long wooden tables, they look
simply gorgeous.

Suitable for:
• Weddings
• Festivals
• Small & large events
• Different sizes
• Corporate events
• Parties
• New England style
• Naturally stunning
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light filled
and glow at night

having a larger event?
Our Big Apple and Grand Sailcloth double poled tents
are all you need.
We are super excited to be able to offer even wider event
tents with a new range of beautiful new quad, six and
eight-poled Sailcloth tents.
With the flexibility to have a centrally located dance floor
and stage and with the possibility of increased seating
capacity if you are planning something truly spectacular.
grand sailcloth

“Dealing with a company like Events
Under Canvas meant that the few days
before our wedding was really fun and
not at all stressful!, I would definitely
recommend this company.”

Sarah & Ross
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our stretch tents
perfect for garden parties, ceremony’s
or smaller gatherings, or can be used
alongside a main event.

These beautiful sleek white stretch tents
with wooden poles create the perfect
canopy for more informal gatherings,
and beautifully compliment a break
away area from the main tipi or sailcloth
structure. They are commonly used for
a bar area or to place the dance floor,
and linked with festoon lighting or an
outside firepit, it truly makes a wonderful
addition to your whole set-up on the day.
Available is various sizes the canopies can be opened
or partially closed (depending on the time of year
and weather) and are erected swiftly and easily by
a small team of crew.
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too posh to pitch?
have your own glampsite!

Why not book a glamping village for your guests to
stay in? Our glamping tents perfectly compliment a tipi
or sailcloth event and provide unique accommodation
for up to six people per tent.
A great alternative to your guests booking into a local hotel
and we can manage all the bookings for you!
A complete village can be arranged as part of your tipi or sailcloth
package or individual tents can be booked and paid for directly
by your guests via an online booking system, removing all hassle
and cost from the hosts.
• Guests book & pay online
• No cost to event hosts
• Full furnished tents with bedding

• Empty tents for you to dress
• Bridal tent for the happy couple
• Hassle free accommodation

“Events Under Canvas were helpful, friendly, professional
and nothing was too much trouble, even last minute
requests were no problem.”

Sophie
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weddings
Nothing compares to a sailcloth or festival style wedding

Our tipis and sailcloth tents are ideal for traditional
weddings, festival style weddings, bohemian
weddings, woodland weddings, winter weddings
and many more beautiful themes for your
nuptials, and once selected for your wedding
we will honour the role with pride and passion.
•
From small intimate weddings for under 30 to much grander
affairs of 400 or more, no two weddings are the same, and
with over 900 weddings already undertaken by us, you can
be sure our event planners will pass on tips and advice to help
you make memories, and bring the joy to your special day.
We not only supply the tents, but we can arrange everything
else you need, such as flooring, lighting, furniture and all the
infrastructure you need to create your venue (check out our
Finishing Touches Brochure).
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traditional weddings
Festival weddings
Country weddings
Autumn/winter weddings
Event planning
Location finder
New England style weddings
Boho & vintage weddings
Tricky locations
Range of sizes & set ups
Furniture, decor & more
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parties
We have the perfect party tent to bring more
joy to your bash. Our beautiful tents make
a stunning alternative to any marquee.
We LOVE milestone events and the fun involved in planning
them. Our tents are the perfect backdrop for an awesome party,
and our team are the just the right people to help you plan it.
18th, 21st, and all decade birthday parties have been celebrated
in style through us! As well as christenings, anniversaries,
Bar Mitzvahs, Charity Balls, Graduation Parties, World Cup
parties, New Year parties and just because parties.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Themed/fancy dress
Black tie/casino nights
Inflatable games alongside
Ceilidh’s/barn dances
Furniture, decor & more
Children’s parties
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festivals
Our tents are perfect for festivals and
require little or no decor to look amazing.
We are well versed in hosting awesome festival spaces,
and will be a professional, responsive, and can-do partner
to those planning big events. We work at; Glastonbury,
Latitude, Housefest, Jimmy’s Farm, RHS Flowers Shows,
Folk East, Isle of White Festival, Hanse and many more.
To be planet friendly we plant 10 trees for every event
we undertaken through our partnership of Ecologi.

Spaces from 30-1000 people
• Chef demo stage/tent
• Furnished chill out tents
• VIP areas
• Pop-up restaurants
• Music stages/bars
• Furniture hire
• Lighting & staging

long term hire
Shows, workshops, school learning,
yoga retreats, restaurants, Christmas
markets etc.

During the recent pandemic, many
venues created amazing outside spaces
for their pubs, restaurants, tea shops
and even yoga studios by having a tipi,
sailcloth or stretch tent structure for
an extended period.
If you would like to consider having one of our great
structures on a more long-term agreement, then we
would be happy to discuss options with you.
• Long term hire agreements
• Erected and maintained safely
and compliantly		
• Fully insured
• 24/7 call out support
• Lighting, tables, and chairs available
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corporate events
If you are looking to create that WOW factor for your
next corporate event, our tipi’s and sailcloth tents are
just the ticket.
When dealing with businesses we never lose our passion and pride for what
we do. We have hosted over 400 corporate events, and we know the importance
of transparent pricing, swift responses, can-do attitude and professionalism.
We have worked with Land Rover, Jo Malone, Vauxhall, Rightmove, University
of Essex, Gleam, Hugo Palmer Racing, Lululemon, RHS, MT13, RAF and many
more to create private, public and customer events which stand out.
Our tipis can be set up on hard standing using a concrete ballast system
and can also be erected indoors!
Spaces from 30 – 1000 people - perfect for both casual & black tie events
• Summer parties
• Corporate entertaining
& team building
• Pop up restaurants
• Sit down dining

•
•
•
•
•

Chill out furnishings
Winter events
Customer demos
Kitchen demos
VIP tents
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floorplans & layout ideas
We can create a bespoke floor plan
for your event, or check out our online
planning tool where you can build your
own space for your event. Don’t forget,
we host a ‘wedding & event’ showcase
twice a year for you to see the very
best of Events Under Canvas all
in one place.

tipis

1 TIPI
70 SEATED

1 TIPI
64 SEATED

2 TIPIS + KUNG
120 SEATED & CHILL OUT AREA

2 TIPIS
120 SEATED ON BANQUETING TABLES

3 TIPIS
168 SEATED + DANCEFLOOR

stretch tents

10x6m STRETCH TENT
24 SEATING + DANCEFLOOR
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15x10m STRETCH TENT
72 SEATED + DANCEFLOOR & BAR
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sailcloths

13.5m DIAMETER SAILCLOTH TENT
90 SEATED

13.5x19.6m SAILCLOTH TENT
144 SEATED

BIG APPLE
170 SEATED + DANCEFLOOR

13.5x25.7m SAILCLOTH TENT
230 SEATED

13.5x19.6m SAILCLOTH TENT
180 SEATED

GRAND SAILCLOTH
228 SEATED + DANCEFLOOR
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faqs
How many tipis do we need?

Do the fire pits give off heat?

One tipi will accommodate up to 70 people seated, two
tipis linked will accommodate up to 120 and three tipis up
to 150. More people can be accommodated if formal dining
is not required. We can design floor plans around your exact
specifications and will always work with you to agree the
best layout and number of tipis required based on your
own event.

Yes. We can also arrange blow heaters for
thermostat-controlled heating.

What size sailcloth tent will we need?
The sailcloth tents can be expanded to suit weddings from
50 – 500 people. We will suggest the best size when sending
you a quote based on the number of guests attending.

Are your tipis and sailcloth tents like marquees?
They cost about the same and are used for weddings and
events, but other than that they are completely different!
Our tents have no metal work inside and look breathtaking
both inside and out. You will never get the same “wow”
reaction with a marquee!

What if it is raining, are they watertight?
Yes, our tipis and sailcloth tents are water tight in most
normal conditions. If you are planning on having fire pits
inside the tipis, then the smoke flaps at the top would need
to be closed in heavy rain, but all of this would be discussed
with you prior to your event.
Our stretch tents will keep you dry if it is raining. Although
in windy and wet conditions there is less protection from
the elements due to the open nature of the structure.

The venue I like has public access can
you still help?
Yes absolutely, we just need to make sure some special
security measures are in place to keep equipment safe.

Does the weather affect your set up
and take down days?
High winds can cause problems for us erecting and
dismantling the tents and we will always track the weather
forecast in advance of events to pre-empt and address any
potential issues. We can be flexible with set up and take
down when high winds are forecast to avoid the worst
of the weather.

I know nothing about tipis and sailcloth tents,
can you organise and design it for me?

Firstly, don’t worry, damage is very rare and our tents are
very resilient! However, once we have set up the equipment
you are responsible for it for the duration of the hire and
the cost of any damage. You can however opt to take our
damage waiver (at 2% of the rental cost), which would
remove this liability for any damages except for an excess
of £500. If you do not opt for the damage waiver we
strongly recommend you taking out your own insurance.

Can your tents be set up on hard
standing / astroturf?
We can erect the tipis, sailcloth tents and stretch tents on
hardstanding if we can drill in to secure them to the ground.
When we drill in, we will make good afterwards by filling
the holes with mortar (holes are around 2 cm wide x 30
– 60 cm deep). We have also created a concrete ballast
system to allow us to erect the tipis without staking or
drilling into the ground at all. This is perfect for urban
areas or locations where the ground cannot be disturbed.
Please ask for more information about this type of set up.

How long does it take to set the tipi’s up?
It will take a team of 4-6 people about 6-8 hours to get an
average event fully set up. Naturally this varies on the size
of event and how much interior decoration is being included.

How long do we get the tents?
Normally we set up one or two days prior your event and
take down one to two days afterwards. We will do our best
to work around your schedule for the event, and can discuss
extended hire periods as needed.

Will you provide all the flooring,
lighting and furniture?
Yes, we can supply you with all that you need. Any items we
don’t stock we would sub hire or provide you with full details
of where to source. Of course you can still just hire the tents
and make your own arrangements for everything else if
you prefer.

What if it’s really windy?

Yes, as long as they are not placed within one metre
of the canvas.

The tents all have their own wind loadings depending
on their size and set up. In times of high winds we would
discuss with you any steps we need to take to ensure
everyones safety and at what point the tents would
need to be evacuated. Erecting or dismantling the
tents in high winds can be tough and so we may
request changing the set up or take down date
around the weather forecasts.

Can we hang decoration from the beams?

Can you put tents up in the snow?

Yes of course! We can advise on everything regarding your
event. We are very used to helping customers and giving
loads of tips.

Can we have candles inside?

Yes, as long as you do not use anything that could
pierce the canvas or damage the poles.

Can we have the walls enclosed rather
than open?
Yes, the tipis make for really cosy spaces with the sides down,
and we have both transparent and white walls for the
sailcloth tents. Your tents will be set up to your exact
specification and we will discuss and suggest all manner
of options with you to make your event perfect.
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What about insurance?
Who is liable if the tents get damaged?

Yes, snow is no issue for us and makes for a breath-taking
venue. We would need to clear the ground before setting
the tents up and keep them heated throughout to prevent
snow settling on the canvas. You would therefore need
to consider the added fuel cost to keep them heated
throughout the hire period.
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Get in touch
to find out
more or request
your quote!

“You were all brilliant, keeping up
communication throughout the
planning process and going above
and beyond for our special day.
Every member of your team was
professional and lovely and made
everything completely stress free.”

Natalie

“We will be
known forever
by the tracks
we leave”

eventsundercanvas
eventsundercanvastipis
eventsundercan

Great Gilbert Farm
Bluegate Lane
Capel St Mary
Suffolk
IP9 2JX
t 01206 298074
e info@eventsundercanvas.co.uk
www.eventsundercanvas.co.uk
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We are proud to have produced a carbon neutral brochure

